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Type IIB orientifolds with NS-NS antisymmetric tensor backgrounds
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We consider six dimensionalN51 space-time supersymmetric type IIB orientifolds with a nonzero un-
twisted NS-NS sectorB field. TheB field is quantized due to the requirement that the type IIB spectrum be
left-right symmetric. The presence of theB field results in rank reduction of both 99 and 55 open string sector
gauge groups. We point out that in some of the models with a nonzeroB field there are extra tensor multiplets
in theZ2 twisted closed string sector, and we explain their origin in a simple example. Also, the 59 open string
sector states come with a multiplicity that depends on theB field. These two facts are in accord with anomaly
cancellation requirements. We point out relations between various orientifolds with and without theB field,
and also discuss the F-theory duals of these models.@S0556-2821~98!05116-9#

PACS number~s!: 11.25.Mj
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years a lot of progress has been made in un
standing the web of dualities between different string th
ries in various dimensions. Among the five consistent str
theories in ten dimensions, type I string theory~which is a
theory of unoriented open plus closed strings! remains
largely unexplored, especially upon compactification with
nontrivial background. This is due in part to the lack
modular invariance which is necessary for perturbative c
sistency of oriented closed string theories.

Various unoriented open plus closed string vacua h
been constructed using orientifold techniques@1–9#. Some of
these vacua exhibit novel features that are inaccessible
turbatively in other string theories. For instance, upon co
pactification to six dimensions it is possible to constru
N51 orientifolds with multiple tensor multiplets@1,3,4#.
Similarly, enhanced gauge symmetries due to small ins
tons, which cannot be described within conformal fie
theory in heterotic compactifications, have a perturbative
scription in terms of coincident D5-branes in the type I la
guage. Using the conjectured type-I–heterotic duality@11#,
one can understand these nonperturbative heterotic phe
ena as perturbative effects on the type I side@7#. In fact, this
approach has been taken in constructing nonperturbative
ral heterotic string vacua in four dimensions@8#.

In this paper we will focus on six1 dimensionalN51 type
IIB orientifolds with constant nonzero Neveu-Schwarz
Neveu-Schwarz ~NS–NS! antisymmetric tensor back
grounds. Toroidal compactifications of type I strings w
nonzeroB field have been studied in@12# ~and also recently
in @13,14#!. There it was shown that the rank of the Cha
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1Four dimensionalN51 supersymmetric orientifolds will be dis

cussed in@10#.
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Paton gauge group is reduced by a factor of 2b/2 whereb
P2Z is the rank of the matrixBi j corresponding to the com
pactified directions. In Sec. II we extend these argument
orbifold compactifications and show that when there are D
and/or D5-branes, both the 99 and 55 gauge group ranks
reduced by a factor of 2b/2. We point out that in some of the
models with nonzeroB field there are extra tensor multiple
that arise in theZ2 twisted closed string sector, and we e
plain their origin in Sec. III in a simple example. Also, the 5
open string sector states come with a multiplicity that d
pends on theB field. Appearance of extra tensor multiple
~as well as a nontrivial multiplicity of states in the 59 ope
string sector! is in accord with anomaly cancellation. Thu
cancellation of the Tr(R4) gravitational anomalies require
@15#

nH2nV5244229nT , ~1!

wherenH , nV andnT11 are the numbers of hypermultiplet
vector multiplets, and tensor multiplets, respectively. In t
presence of theB field, the rank of the gauge group is re
duced and hence the numbers of vector multiplets and hy
multiplets are reduced accordingly. Unless the differen
nH2nV is unchanged, this implies that the number of ten
multiplets depends upon the quantized value of theB field.
We will show that some of the fixed points in theZ2 twisted
closed string sector become odd under the orientifold pro
tion once we turn on theB field. As a result, tensor multip
lets ~instead of hypermultiplets! are kept at those fixed
points. This gives precisely the correct number of ten
multiplets to cancel the anomalies.

In Sec. IV we point out relations between various orie
tifolds with and without theB field, and also discuss th
F-theory duals of these models. In particular, some of
models with theB field are on the same moduli as some
the orientifolds without theB field.

II. QUANTIZED B FIELD AND RANK REDUCTION

Type IIB orientifolds are generalized orbifolds that in
volve the world-sheet parity reversalV along with other geo-
© 1998 The American Physical Society01-1
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metric symmetries of the theory. Orientifolding results in
theory with unoriented closed strings. In order to can
space-time anomalies, the massless tadpoles must be
celed. Thus, one generically has to introduce open str
that start and end on D-branes. The global Chan-Pa
charges associated with the D-branes give rise to gauge
metry in space-time.

There are two massless antisymmetric tensor fields in
perturbative spectrum of type IIB theory: one coming fro
the NS-NS sector, and another coming from the Ramo
Ramond~R-R! sector. Under the world-sheet parity revers
the NS-NS two-formBmn is projected out, while the R-R
two-form Bmn8 is kept. Although the fluctuations ofBi j ~the
components ofBmn in the compactified dimensions! are pro-
jected out of the perturbative unoriented closed string sp
trum, a quantized vacuum expectation value ofBi j is al-
lowed. To see this, consider the left- and right-movi
momenta in thed dimensions compactified on a torusTd:

PL,R5ẽj~mi2Bi j n
j !6ei

ni

2
, ~2!

wheremi andni are integers,ei are constant vielbeins suc
thatei•ej5Gi j is the constant background metric onTd, and
ei•ẽj5d i

j . Note that the components ofBi j are defined up to
a shift Bi j→Bi j 11 ~which can be absorbed by redefinin
mi). With this normalization, only the valuesBi j 50 and 1/2
are invariant underV, hence quantization ofBi j .

This quantizedB field has nontrivial consequences on t
open string spectrum. The effect of nonzeroB field in toroi-
dal compactifications of type I string theory has been stud
in @12#. Recall that open strings and D-branes are introdu
to cancel the massless tadpoles coming from the one-
Klein bottle amplitude~or, equivalently, the tree channel am
plitude for a cylinder with two cross-caps!. In the presence o
unoriented open strings there are two other one-loop
grams which contribute to the tadpoles: the Mo¨bius strip and
annulus amplitudes. The massless tadpoles are diverge
in the tree channel due to the exchange of R-R closed st
states between Dp-branes and/or orientifold planes both
which carry R-R charges and are sources for the corresp
ing (p11)-form potential. In the case where there are b
D9- and D5-branes, there are three types of massless
poles due to the untwisted R-R ten-form, untwisted R-R s
form and twisted R-R six-form potentials, respectively.

To be specific, let us consider orientifolds of type IIB o
the orbifold limits of K3:T4/ZN (N52,3,4,6).2 Let g be the
generator ofZN . The action of the orbifold on the Chan
Paton factors is described by matricesgk,9 and gk,5 corre-
sponding to the action of thegk (k50, . . . ,N21) element
of ZN on the D9- and D5-branes, respectively. Note t

2Orientifolds of type IIB on smooth K3 with nonzeroB field have
been studied in@16#. The orbifold cases we are discussing here ha
extra tensor multiplets and qualitatively differ from the smooth
cases corresponding to type I compactifications with only one
sor multiplet.
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Tr(g0,9)5n9 and Tr(g0,5)5n5 are the numbers of D9- an
D5-branes, respectively.

First, recall the known results for the case with noB field
@2,3#. The tadpoles for the untwisted R-R ten-form potent
are proportional to

„Tr~g0,9!…
2264Tr~g0,9!1322, ~3!

and the tadpole cancellation requires presence ofn9532 D9-
branes.

For evenN the tadpoles for the untwisted R-R six-form
potential are proportional to

„Tr~g0,5!…
2264Tr~g0,5!1322, ~4!

and the tadpole cancellation implies that there aren5532
D5-branes. This could also be seen from T-duality betwe
D9- and D5-branes. For oddN there are no tadpoles for th
untwisted R-R six-form potential, and there are no D
branes.

Finally, the tadpole cancellation for the twisted R-R si
form potential constrains the action of the twists on t
Chan-Paton factors, that is, the Chan-Paton matricesgk,9 and
gk,5 (k51, . . . ,N21). Since the twisted closed string stat
propagating in the tree channel do not have momenta
windings, the twisted tadpoles will not be affected by theB
field ~the effect of which is to shift the left- plus right
moving momentum lattice!. For this reason, we will not nee
the explicit expressions for the twisted tadpoles here.

Let us now see what happens when we turn on theB field.
Consider the vacuum amplitude for the open string stretc
between two D9-branes. The corresponding graph is an
nulus whose boundaries lie on D9-branes. The open str
stretched between D9-branes satisfy Neumann boun
conditions. This implies that in the tree-channel~the corre-
sponding amplitude being a cylinder with closed strin
propagating between the D9-branes! the closed strings mus
satisfy the condition of ‘‘no momentum flow’’ through th
boundaries~that is, D9-branes!:

PL1PR50. ~5!

This implies the following constraints on the momenta a
windings of the closed strings propagating along the cy
der:

mi1Bi j n
j50. ~6!

For Bi j 50 this simply states that there are no moment
states propagating between the D9-branes, but the win
numberni is arbitrary. Let us now consider the cases whe
some of the elementsBi j 51/2, so that the rankb of the Bi j
matrix is nonzero.~Note that sinceBi j is an antisymmetric
matrix, its rankb is always even. For compactifications o
orbifold limits of K3 the allowed values ofb areb50,2,4.!
For simplicity we will assume thatT45T2

^ T2 ~so thatGi j
has a 232 block-diagonal form!, and theBi j matrix has a
232 block-diagonal form as well. Thus, ifBi j 50, then
closed string states with both odd and even windingsnj con-
tribute into the cylinder amplitude. On the other hand,

e

n-
1-2
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Bi j 51/2, then only closed string states with even windin
nj contribute. To see how the cylinder amplitude is modifie
let us extract the piece that depends onPL andPR ~here we
are suppressing the contributions from the corresponding
cillators as well as all the other world-sheet degrees of fr
dom, for they are not affected by theB field!:

C;k(
n

e2~pt/4!Gi j n
inj

, ~7!

wherenjPZ if Bi j 50, andnjP2Z if Bi j 51/2. Heret is a
real modulus~related to the length of the cylinder!, andk is
a normalization constant to be determined. Under the mo
lar transformationt→1/t ~which maps the closed string tre
channel to the open string loop channel! we obtain the annu-
lus amplitude (Gi j 5ẽi

•ẽj ):

A;
1

2b k(
m

e2~4pt !Gi j mimj , ~8!

wheremjPZ if Bi j 50, andmjP
1
2 Z if Bi j 51/2. The annu-

lus amplitude must be properly normalized so that the ove
normalization factor has the interpretation of the number
D9-branes. That is, we must havek/2b5„Tr(g0,9)…

2 @recall
that Tr(g0,9)5n9 is the total number of D9-branes#. This
implies that the cylinder amplitude~7!, as well as the corre
sponding tadpole, is proportional to 2b

„Tr(g0,9)…
2 @instead of

„Tr(g0,9)…
2 as in the case withb50#. Similar considerations

for the Möbius amplitude show that the corresponding tr
channel amplitude~which is a cylinder with closed string
propagating between a D9-brane and a cross-cap! is propor-
tional to 2b/2Tr(g0,9). The Klein bottle contribution into the
tadpoles for the untwisted R-R ten-form potential is n
modified as the orientifold projection keeps the left-rig
symmetric states (PL5PR) which are insensitive to the pres
ence of theB field as can be seen from Eq.~2!. Putting all of
the above together we conclude that the tadpole cancella
condition for the untwisted R-R ten-form potential becom

2b
„Tr~g0,9!…

222b/264Tr~g0,9!132250. ~9!

Therefore, the number of D9-branes is given byn9
532/2b/2.

Next, let us see what happens to the tadpoles for the
twisted R-R six-form potential~which determine the numbe
of D5-branes! in the cases where the orbifold groupZN has
even orderNP2N ~for odd N there are no D5-brane
present!. The open strings stretched between D5-branes
isfy Dirichlet boundary conditions. This implies that in th
tree channel the closed strings must satisfy the condition
‘‘no winding flow’’ through the boundaries~that is, D5-
branes!:

PL2PR50. ~10!

This does not impose any new constraints on the 55 cylin
amplitude in the presence of theB field. However, the Klein
bottle contribution into the tadpoles for the untwisted R
six-form potential is modified as the corresponding proj
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tion ~that is,VR whereR is the generator of theZ2 subgroup
of ZN) keeps the states withPL52PR . The net result of
this is that the Klein bottle tadpole is reduced by 2b. The
Möbius strip amplitude can be analyzed similarly, and t
tadpole cancellation condition for the untwisted R-R s
form potential becomes

„Tr~g0,5!…
22

64

2b/2
Tr~g0,5!1

1

2b32250. ~11!

Therefore, the number of D5-branes is given byn5
532/2b/2. This was also expected from T-duality betwe
D9- and D5-branes.

So far we have focused on the 99 and 55 open str
sectors. Let us understand the effect of theB field on the 59
open string sector. From the 99 and 55 cylinder amplitu
one can construct the boundary states corresponding to
and D5-branes (p59,5):

Cpp5^B,puexp„2pt~L01L̄0!…uB,p&. ~12!

Let uB,p&0 be the corresponding boundary states without
B field. Then from the previous discussion it should be cle
that in the presence of theB field the boundary states ar
given byuB,9&52b/2uB,9&0 anduB,5&5uB,5&0. The 59 cylin-
der amplitude therefore reads

C595^B,5uexp„2pt~L01L̄0!…uB,9&52b/2C 59
~0! , ~13!

whereC 59
(0) is the 59 cylinder amplitude without theB field.

The interpretation of the extra factor of 2b/2 in the 59 loop
channel amplitude is that the 59 open string sector st
come with a multiplicityj52b/2 in the presence of theB
field. ~Recall that without theB field the multiplicity of
states in the 59 open string sector was one per given con
ration of Chan-Paton charges@2,3#.!

III. ORIENTIFOLDS WITH NONZERO B FIELD

In this section we discuss orientifolds of type IIB o
T4/ZN (N52,3,4,6) in the presence of theB field. For illus-
trative purposes we will focus our discussion on theZ2 case,
and state the results for the other cases.

First consider theZ2 orientifold model of@1,2# without
the B field. The closed string sector gives 20 neutral hyp
multiplets ~4 from the untwisted sector and 1 from each
the 16 fixed points in the twisted sector! and 1 tensor mul-
tiplet ~from the untwisted sector!. The open string secto
gives gauge bosons and charged hypermultiplets. The
gauge group isU(16) in the absence of Wilson lines, and th
55 gauge group isU(16) when all the D5-branes are locate
at the same fixed point. The spectrum of this model is giv
in Table I. The states charged under both 99 and 55 ga
groups correspond to the 59 open string sector.

Let us turn on theB field with b52. From our discus-
sions in Sec. II, numbers of both the D9- and D5-branes
reduced to 16. The twisted tadpole cancellation conditio
remain the same in the presence of theB field, and are given
by @2#:
1-3
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TABLE I. The massless spectrum of the six dimensional type IIB orientifolds onT4/ZN for N52,4, and
various values ofb ~the rank ofBi j ). The semi-colon in the column ‘‘Charged hypermultiplets’’ separates
and 55 representations.

Model b Gauge group Charged Neutral Extra tensor
hypermultiplets hypermultiplets multiplets

Z2 0 U(16)99^ U(16)55 2(120;1) 20 0
2(1;120)
(16;16)

Z2 2 U(8)99^ U(8)55 2(28;1) 16 4
2(1;28)
2(8;8)

Z2 4 U(4)99^ U(4)55 2(6;1) 14 6
2(1;6)
4(4;4)

Z4 0 @U(8)^ U(8)#99^ (28,1;1,1) 16 4
@U(8)^ U(8)#55 (1,28;1,1)

(8,8;1,1)
(1,1;28,1)
(1,1;1,28)
(1,1;8,8)
(8,1;8,1)
(1,8;1,8)

Z4 2 @U(4)^ U(4)#99^ (6,1;1,1) 14 6
@U(4)^ U(4)#55 (1,6;1,1)

(4,4;1,1)
(1,1;6,1)
(1,1;1,6)
(1,1;4,4)

2(4,1;4,1)
2(1,4;1,4)

Z4 4 @U(2)^ U(2)#99^ 4(1,1;1,1) 13 7
@U(2)^ U(2)#55 (2,2;1,1)

(1,1;2,2)
4(2,1;2,1)
4(1,2;1,2)
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r
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Tr~g1,9!5Tr~g1,5!50. ~14!

Using the solutions for the Chan-Paton gamma matrices
can find the open string spectrum. The gauge group is
duced toU(8)99^ U(8)55. The massless spectrum of th
model is summarized in Table I. The multiplicityj52 in the
59 sector@that is, the presence oftwo ~instead of one as in
the previous case! bi-fundamentals (8;8) of U(8)99
^ U(8)55# is related to the corresponding multiplicity in th
59 cylinder amplitude as we discussed in Sec. II.

Before we discuss the closed string spectrum, let us
what we would expect from anomaly cancellation. Since
are compactifying type IIB on an orbifold limit of K3~which
has 80 moduli!, the number of closed string hypermultiple
plus extra tensor multiplets must be 20:

nH
c 1nT520. ~15!
08600
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The anomaly cancellation condition becomes

nH
o 2nV5224228nT , ~16!

wherenH
o is the number of open string hypermultiplets.

the Z2 model with b52, the above condition implies tha
nT54. Therefore, in addition to rank reduction, some of t
closed string hypermultiplets must be converted to ten
multiplets when we turn on theB field.

To see that there are precisely 4 extra tensor multip
when we turn on theB field with b52, let us analyze the
closed string spectrum more carefully. Recall that in the c
without theB field, the untwisted sector gives 4 hypermu
tiplets and one tensor multiplet. At each fixed point of t
twisted sector, the NS and R sector massless states trans
in the following representations of the six dimensional lit
groupSO(4)'SU(2)^ SU(2):
1-4
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Sector SU~2! ^ SU~2! rep.

NS 2~1,1!,

R ~1,2!. ~17!

The twisted sector spectrum is obtained by taking produ
of states from the left- and right-moving sectors. The orie
tifold projection V keeps symmetric combinations in th
NS-NS sector and antisymmetric combinations in the R
sector. This gives 4(1,1) which is the bosonic content of
hypermultiplet. Since there are 16 fixed points in theZ2 or-
bifold, the twisted sector gives total of 16 hypermultiplets

However, the above counting is based on the fact that
orbifold fixed points are invariant underV. If a fixed point
picks up a minus sign under theV projection~i.e., if it is odd
under theV projection!, then the states that are kept after t
V projection are antisymmetric combinations in the NS-N
sector and symmetric combinations in the R-R sector. T
gives rise to (1,1) % (1,3) which is the bosonic content of
tensor multiplet.

Therefore, we expect that four of theZ2 fixed points are
not V invariant forb52. To see that this is indeed the cas
let us go to the enhanced symmetry point such that the
mentum lattice$(PL ,PR)%[G4,4 is the SO(8) lattice, i.e.,
PL ,PRPG̃4 @SO(8) weight lattice#, and PL2PRPG4

@SO(8) root lattice#. This is achieved by choosing specifi
values ofBi j andGi j :

Bi j 5S 0 1/2 0 21/2

21/2 0 1/2 0

0 21/2 0 1/2

1/2 0 21/2 0

D ,

Gi j 5S 2 21 0 1

21 2 21 0

0 21 2 21

1 0 21 2

D . ~18!

Note that the NS-NS antisymmetric tensorBi j has rankb
52 in this case.

At this special point withSO(8) enhanced symmetry, w
can express the 16Z2 fixed points as points in theG4,4 lat-
tice. If we write theSO(8) representations in theSU(2)4

basis, the fixed points are given byPL5PR5(2,1,1,1),
(1,2,1,1), (1,1,2,1), and (1,1,1,2).

Let us focus on the four fixed points withPL5PR
5(2,1,1,1) as the analysis for the other fixed points is sim
lar. We can form three linear combinations of these fo
fixed points such that they are invariant under theV projec-
tion ~i.e., PL↔PR). The remaining linear combination is no
V invariant but hasV521. Therefore, there are altogeth
12 fixed points withV511 ~which give 12 hypermultiplets!
and 4 fixed points withV521 ~which give 4 tensor mul-
tiplets!.

Although our arguments are made at the enhanced s
metry point, the results hold for generic points as well. T
08600
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is because rank reduction of the gauge group depends
on the rank ofBi j and not on its precise form nor the value
of Gi j . We can reach other points in the moduli space w
different G4,4 lattices by changingGi j . In particular, the
number of tensor multiplets in theZ2 twisted sector is al-
ways 4 as long asb52.

Since we are compactifying type IIB onT4/Z2, we can
consider turning onBi j with b54. We can immediately de
duce that the number of extra tensor multiplets in this cas
nT56. To see this, first consider a compactification on (T2

^ T2)/Z2. Let the B field in the first 2-torus be nonzero
while keeping theB field in the second 2-torus zero. Th
fixed points decompose as1654^ 4, where the second facto
of 4 is V invariant as there is noB field in the second
2-torus. But from the above analysis we know that the to
number of fixed points forb52 ~which is the case here!
must be 12. This implies that the first factor of4 ~coming
from the first 2-torus with theB field! decomposes as4
531 % 12 , where the subscript indicates whether the cor
sponding fixed points are even or odd underV. Now con-
sider compactification on (T2

^ T2)/Z2 with nonzeroB field
in both 2-tori. This corresponds tob54. The fixed points
now decompose into165(31 % 12) ^ (31 % 12)5101 % 62 .
The number of D9-branes as well as the number of D
branes in this case is 8. The maximal unbroken gauge gr
is U(4)^ U(4). The massless spectrum of this model
given in Table I. Note that the anomaly is canceled in t
model.

Next, we briefly discuss otherZN orientifolds. Note that
the only sector where the number of tensor multiplets c
vary with theB field is theZ2 twisted sector. This is becaus
the action ofV interchanges thegk twisted sector with the
gN2k twisted sector for 2k5” 0,N @3#. Each of the fixed points
in such sectors, therefore, gives rise to one hypermulti
and one tensor multiplet regardless of theB field. Thus, in
the Z3 case the number of extra tensor multiplets is alwa
nT59. In the Z4 case in theZ2 twisted sector 4~of the
original 16! fixed points are also fixed underZ4 ~i.e., they are
invariant underZ4). The other 12 fixed points pair up into
Z4 invariant pairs. Forb52, two of these 6 pairs haveV
521 ~which give 2 tensor multiplets!. Therefore, the total
number of extra tensor multiplets in this case isnT56. For
b52, three of the 6 pairs haveV521 ~which give 3 tensor
multiplets!, and the total number of extra tensor multiplets
this case isnT57. In theZ6 case 1~of the original 16! fixed
point in theZ2 twisted sector is also fixed underZ3 ~i.e., it is
invariant underZ3). The other 15 fixed points form 5 linea
combinations invariant underZ3, 5 linear combinations tha
pick up a phasev5exp(2pi/3) underZ3, and 5 linear com-
binations that pick up a phasev2 under Z3. The V521
states are always among the 10 combinations which are
invariant underZ3. That is, all theZ2 fixed points which are
not invariant underV in the presence of theB field do not
contribute to the massless spectrum. Thus, the numbe
extra tensor multiplets in theZ6 model is alwaysnT56 re-
gardless of the value ofb.

The massless open and closed string spectra of theZN
orientifolds with and without theB field are given in Table I
~for N52,4) and Table II~for N53,6).
1-5
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TABLE II. The massless spectrum of the six dimensional type IIB orientifolds onT4/ZN for N53,6, and
various values ofb ~the rank ofBi j ). The semi-colon in the column ‘‘Charged hypermultiplets’’ separates
and 55 representations.

Model b Gauge group Charged Neutral Extra tenso
hypermultiplets hypermultiplets multiplets

Z3 0 @U(8)^ SO(16)#99 (28,1) 11 9
(8,16)

2 U(8)99 36 11 9
4 SO(8)99 — 11 9

Z6 0 @U(4)^ U(4)^ U(8)#99^ (6,1,1;1,1,1) 14 6
@U(4)^ U(4)^ U(8)#55 (1,6,1;1,1,1)

(4,1,8;1,1,1)
(1,4,8;1,1,1)
(1,1,1;6,1,1)
(1,1,1;1,6,1)
(1,1,1;4,1,8)
(1,1,1;1,4,8)
(4,1,1;4,1,1)
(1,4,1;1,4,1)
(1,1,8;1,1,8)

2 @U(4)^ U(4)#99^ (6,1;1,1) 14 6
@U(4)^ U(4)#55 (1,6;1,1)

(4,4;1,1)
(1,1;6,1)
(1,1;1,6)
(1,1;4,4)

2(4,1;4,1)
2(1,4;1,4)

4 U(4)99^ U(4)55 2(6;1) 14 6
2(1;6)
4(4;4)
ri
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IV. COMMENTS

In this section we point out relations between various o
entifolds with and without theB field, and also discuss th
F-theory duals of these models. For convenience we
refer to theZN model with the rank-b B-field as the@N,b#
model.~Here we note that the@6,4# model was discussed i
the third reference in@1#, while the @3,4# model was dis-
cussed in@17#.!

To begin with note the following.
The @2,2# and @4,0# models are on the same moduli. Th

can be seen by starting from the@4,0# model and giving
VEVs to the fields (8,8;1,1) and (1,1;8,8) such that the 99
gauge group is broken to@U(8)diag#99,@U(8)^ U(8)#99,
and similarly for the 55 gauge group.

The @2,4#, @4,2#, @6,0#, @6,2# and @6,4# models are on the
same moduli. This is obvious for the@4,2# and @6,2# models
as their massless spectra are identical. Similarly, the mas
spectra of the@2,4# and @6,4# models are the same. We ca
obtain the@2,4# model from the@4,2# model by giving VEVs
to the fields (4,4;1,1) and (1,1;4,4) such that the 99 gaug
group is broken to@U(4)diag#99,@U(4)^ U(4)#99, and
08600
-

ill

ss

similarly for the 55 gauge group. In fact, we can break t
gauge group by the Higgs mechanism completely. After
ing the Higgs mechanism there are 56 neutral hypermul
lets in the open string sector. Note that in the@6,0# model the
gauge group can also be broken by the Higgs mechan
completely, and there are 56 neutral hypermultiplets in
open string sector in this case as well. This implies that
@6,0# model is on the same moduli as the other four mode

The @3,2# and @3,4# models are on the same moduli. Th
can be seen by starting from the@3,2# model and giving a
VEV to the field in the symmetric (36) representation of
U(8) such that the 99 gauge group is broken toSO(8).

Here we can extend some of the analyses of@18# to the
orientifolds with nonzeroB field. In particular, let us com-
pactify these models further onT2. The resulting four dimen-
sional models haveN52 space-time supersymmetry. Let u
go to a generic point in the moduli space where the ga
group is maximally borken by the Higgs mechanism~so that
the gauge group is either completely broken or consists
Abelian factors only!. Let r (V) be the number of open strin
sector vector multiplets after using the Higgs mechanis
1-6
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TABLE III. Hodge numbers for F-theory duals.

Model b Gauge group (h1,1,h2,1) x

Z2 0 U(16)^ U(16) ~3,243! 2480

2 U(8)^ U(8) ~7,127! 2240

4 U(4)^ U(4) (9,69) 2120

Z3 0 U(8)^ SO(16) ~20,14! 12

2 U(8) ~16,10! 12

4 SO(8) ~16,10! 12

Z4 0 @U(8)^ U(8)#2 ~7,127! 2240

2 @U(4)^ U(4)#2 ~9,69! 2120

4 @U(2)^ U(2)#2 ~10,40! 260

Z6 0 @U(4)^ U(4)^ U(8)#2 ~9,69! 2120

2 @U(4)^ U(4)#2 ~9,69! 2120

4 U(4)^ U(4) ~9,69! 2120
by
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Then the total number of vector multiplets is given
r (V)1T12, whereT5nT11 is the total number of tenso
multiplets in six dimensions. LetH0 be the number of neu
tral hypermultiplets that are uncharged with respect to
leftover Abelian gauge group. Then, if we assume that
four dimensional models have type IIA duals, the Hod
numbers of the corresponding Calabi-Yau three-folds
given by @19#

h1,15r ~V!1T12, ~19!

h2,15H021. ~20!

From the various dualities between type IIA, heterotic, ty
I, and F-theory, it is not difficult to see that these Calabi-Y
three-folds must be elliptically fibered, and F-theory co
S.

08600
e
e
e
e

e

-

pactifications on these spaces should be dual to the orig
six dimensional orientifold models. In Table III we give th
Hodge~and Euler! numbers of the Calabi-Yau three-folds fo
each of the@N,b# models.
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